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To investigate the deterioration laws of concrete durability under the coupling

action of salt erosion and drying–wetting cycles, this study evaluated the

macro–performance evolution of concrete under different environments

(NaCl, Na2SO4, and MgSO4). Several measuring methods including nuclear

magnetic resonance, computerized tomography tests, and microscopic

morphology analysis are employed to investigate the damage mechanism of

concrete. Experimental results show that with the action of salt erosion and

drying–wetting cycles, the mass loss rate of concrete decreased first and then

increased, and the relative dynamic modulus of elasticity and the compressive

strength increased first and then decreased. The porosity and the pore quantity

fluctuation increased. During the whole erosion process, needle-like attack

products were formed in the pores, the crystals gradually filled the pores, and

generated expansion pressure on the pore wall. As a result, concrete damage

gradually occurred. Consequently, the damage degree was greater. The

degrees of concrete damage under drying–wetting cycles induced were

arranged as MgSO4>Na2SO4>NaCl.
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1 Introduction

Concrete materials are widely used in important engineering applications. However,

many concrete structures experience reduced durability, deterioration, and even failure in

the service process (Alexander and Thomas, 2015). The factors influencing concrete

durability are divided into internal and external factors, with the former mainly including

concrete composition and properties, such as water–binder ratio, aggregates, and

additives; and with the latter mainly including concrete service conditions, such as

temperature, humidity, stress, and environment erosion (Pan et al., 2016; Beushausen

et al., 2019). The concrete damage being induced by salt erosion is one of the important

factors that lead to concrete durability problems (Ma et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Alyami

et al., 2019; Alyami et al., 2021). Different salts have different erosion mechanisms.

Chloride ions react with hydration products to form Friedel’s salt (Balonis et al., 2010),
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and sulfate ions react with hydration products to form gypsum

and ettringite (Sakr et al., 2020). These erosion products can

change the properties of cement paste and pore structure,

resulting in damage to concrete.

However, concrete structures in some regions are not only

eroded by salt but also affected by humidity changes, such as

those observed in the interface between structures and soil or

water surfaces. Structures are usually under the coupling action

of salt erosion and humidity variations as tide or water levels

change (Siad et al., 2015; Valencia Saavedra et al., 2016; Guo et al.,

2019). Existing studies have shown that the degree of salt erosion

of concrete becomes more serious under drying–wetting cyclic

actions than under long-term immersion (Aguirre and de

Gutiérrez, 2013); the same is explained by the high damage

degree of concrete structures near the interface (Di-tao et al.,

2015; Steindl et al., 2020). Therefore, some scholars have

investigated concrete durability under the coupling action of

salt erosion and drying–wetting cycles. LOSER et al. (Loser and

Leemann, 2016) conducted drying–wetting cyclic tests at

different times in different sulfate liquors and probed the

sulfate erosion resistance of concrete by testing the concrete

expansion laws after erosion. YUAN et al. (Xiao-Lu et al., 2009)

studied the evolution rules of concrete mass loss rate,

compressive strength, and diffusion of erosive ions under the

coupling action of sulfate attack and drying–wetting cycles and

explored concrete microstructure and material composition after

erosion by means of SEM and energy spectrum analysis. They

found that changes in concrete performance under the action of

sulfate and drying–wetting cycles are divided into two phases,

namely, improvement in the initial phase and deterioration in the

later phase. It can be seen that the fruitful results have been

achieved with regard to concrete durability deterioration under

salt erosion. However, these results mainly cover the macro-

mechanical properties, microstructure, and chemical

components of concrete. These studies have difficulty

revealing the meso-evolutionary characteristics of eroded

concrete from the perspectives of pore structure and

compactness.

Therefore, some scholars have analyzed the concrete

mesostructure using computerized tomography (CT) and

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). TIAN et al. (Tian and

Han, 2016) performed a CT scan of concrete under the

freezing–thawing cyclic action and explored the

relationship between internal pore structural evolution and

the macro-mechanical properties of concrete by analyzing

porosity and pore distribution. Zhang et al. (2017) used

NMR technology to determine the characteristic parameters

of concrete pores and analyzed the evolution rules of pore size

distribution with the drying–wetting cyclic erosion time.

However, these studies mainly focus on the change laws of

concrete pore structure under a certain environment or a

certain salt erosion environment, and there are few systematic

studies on the durability deterioration mechanism of concreteT
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under the combined action of different salts and

drying–wetting cycles.

On this basis, this study experimentally investigated the

deterioration of concrete durability under the coupling action

of erosion of different salts (NaCl, Na2SO4, and MgSO4) and

drying–wetting cycles. In addition, meso-testing methods, such

as NMR, CT, and SEM were combined to comprehensively

analyze the laws of concrete deterioration from three aspects:

macro-deterioration characteristics, the pore structure evolution

characteristics and microstructure changes. The results are

expected to lay a foundation for further studying the concrete

damage mechanism under salt erosion and drying–wetting

cycles.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Specimen materials and design

P·O 42.5 R cement was used in the test, and its concrete

physical properties and chemical components are presented in

Table 1.

The coarse aggregate was ordinary gravel, and its physical

properties are listed in Table 2. The fine aggregate was ordinary

river sand with a fineness modulus of 2.7, its concrete physical

properties are shown in Table 3.

The specimens of two dimensions, namely, 100 mm ×

100 mm × 400 mm prismoid and 100 mm × 100 mm ×

100 mm cube, were fabricated. The mix proportions of

concrete are presented in Table 4. According to the material

utilization amounts in the mix proportion of concrete, stone,

sand, and cement were stirred evenly in a mixer and then fully

mixed after the addition of water. The specimenmaterials formed

were poured and vibrated in concrete molds with different

dimensions.

The specimen codes of different solution environments are

presented in Table 5.

2.2 Testing program and test method

2.2.1 Testing program
A common drying test method for concrete is to dry it with a

drying equipment at a high temperature (80°C) to shorten the

drying time. However, the high–temperature drying process

generates a certain influence inside the concrete, and such

high temperature cannot be reached in practical engineering.

Therefore, this study simulated the drying–wetting cycle in the

experiment by combining immersion at a normal temperature

and natural drying to align with engineering practice. Prior to the

design of the drying–wetting cycling plan for concrete, three dry

TABLE 2 Basic parameters of gravel.

Apparent density
(kg/m3)

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

Crushing index
(%)

Loose porosity
(%)

Particle size
(mm)

Mud content
(%)

2,750 1,510 6 44 5–20 0.3

TABLE 3 Basic parameters of sand.

Apparent density
(kg/m3)

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

Fineness modulus Loose porosity
(%)

SO3 (%) Mud content
(%)

2,630 1,480 2.7 41 0.3 1.1

TABLE 4 Concrete mix proportions and mechanical properties.

Water-cement ratio Cement (kg/m3) Gravel (kg/m3) Sand (kg/m3) Water (kg/m3) 7 d compressive
strength (MPa)

28 d compressive
strength (MPa)

0.55 364 1,240 670 200 18.8 32.6

TABLE 5 Specimen codes of different solution environments.

Code GSa GSb GSc GSd

Solution of the environment NaCl Na2SO4 MgSO4 H2O
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100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm concrete prismoids were selected.

The reasonable drying–wetting cycling system was then explored

through water absorption in an immersion test and water loss in

a natural drying test. The evolution in the water absorption of

concrete during the immersion process is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the mass changes were divided into two

phases: rapid increase in mass (Phase I) and reduction in mass by

a large margin (Phase II). The test data show that concrete mass

was stable after 48 h of immersion.

The evolution in the water loss of concrete during the

air–drying process is displayed in Figure 2. The mass rapidly

reduced in the initial phase and then slowed down after a certain

period before finally becoming stable. According to the test data,

the change in concrete mass was stable after 96 h of drying.

Therefore, the following drying–wetting cycling plan was

determined according to the water absorption and drying test

results: each test block was immersed in the solution for 2 days,

followed by drying in a natural environment for 4 days, with

every 6 days constituting a complete cycle.

As for the test programming design for salt erosion and

drying–wetting cycles, the concrete erosion laws under different

saline environments—NaCl, Na2SO4, and MgSO4—were mainly

considered and compared with those in a clear water environment.

The testing program was as follows: for every five cycles (30 days),

one group of test specimens comprising three prismoids and three

cubes were collected to test their indexes; three cubes were reserved

for the compressive strength test. The solution concentration of each

group was 5%, and the solution was re-prepared after every five

cycles to maintain the stability of the solution concentration.

2.2.2 Test methods
2.2.2.1 Test of mass loss rate

The masses of the concrete prismoids and cubes were tested

using a digital electronic weigher. Themean value of one group of

test specimens (three) was taken as the testing mass, and the mass

loss rate was calculated through the following formula:

Δmz(i) � m0 −mi

m0
× 100% (1)

where Δmz(i) is the mass loss rate after the i (th) cycle and m0 is

the initial mass of the concrete test block (g).

2.2.2.2 Test of relative dynamic modulus of elasticity

The test was performed using an NM-4B nonmetal

acoustic wave tester, and the relative dynamic modulus of

elasticity (RDME) of concrete after different drying–wetting

cyclic erosion times was calculated by acquiring the acoustic

FIGURE 1
Water absorption of concrete in immersion process.

FIGURE 2
Water loss of concrete in drying process.

FIGURE 3
Evolution of the mass loss rate.
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wave transit time and wave velocity when the ultrasonic

wave penetrated the concrete prismoids (Qian-Hui et al.,

2019).

Er � En

E0
� V2

n

V2
0

� t20
t2n

(2)

where Er is the RDME; En and E0 are the dynamic elasticity

moduli of the concrete specimen after and before the damage,

respectively; Vn and V0 are the ultrasonic wave velocities of

the concrete specimen after and before the damage,

respectively; and tn and t0 are the acoustic wave transit

times of the concrete specimen after and before the

damage, respectively.

2.2.2.3 Nuclear magnetic resonance test

The test was conducted using an NMC12-010V NMR system

with the following settings: magnet temperature of 32°C, magnetic

field intensity of 0.3 ± 0.05 T, precision of ±0.1°C, and

probe diameter of 150 mm. After each test period, three

concrete cubes were collected from each group for use in the

NMR test. The cubes were wrapped with plastic film during the

test period, and the test specimens were kept under the saturation

state.

2.2.2.4 CT scan test

Brilliance iCT 256-Slice Spiral Speed CT machine

produced by Philips was used. The scanning

parameters were as follows: voltage of 120 kV and current

of 117 mA. Then, 100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm test cubes

were selected and scanned, and the slice thickness was 1 mm.

3 Test results and analysis

3.1 Evolution laws of the macro indicators

3.1.1 Mass loss rate
The mass loss rate changes of the concrete specimens in

different groups after the salt erosion and drying–wetting cycles

are shown in Figure 3.

The mass loss rate of each group of concrete showed a trend

of first decreasing and then increasing. It can be divided into

lower section, fluctuation section, and increase section. The two

landmark inflection points were 60 and 150 days, respectively.

The mass loss rate of each group showed a decreasing trend

before 60 days. The mass loss rates of GSa, GSb, GSc, and GSd

groups decreased to −0.58%, −0.49%, −0.04%, and −0.30%,

respectively, after drying–wetting cycle erosion for 60 days.

The mass loss rate fluctuated from 60 days to 150 days,

gradually increased after 150 days, and increased

to −0.32%, −0.26%, 0.28%, and 0.03% at 240 days. In the

initial stage of erosion, rehydration occurred in the concrete,

and its compactness increased (Cheng-Gong et al., 2021). Thus,

the mass loss rate decreased. As drying–wetting cycle circulation

continued, the mass loss rate of concrete fluctuated within a

certain range. At this stage, the erosion products in the concrete

continuously filled the internal pores and cracks, and the mass

loss rate decreased. When the expansion force of the erosion

products reached a certain limit, the surface slurry began to peel

off, and the mass loss rate increased. Such reciprocating caused

the fluctuation of the mass loss rate, which was similar to the

results in reference (Ren et al., 2020). The mass loss rate gradually

increased in the late stage of drying–wetting cycle erosion. On the

one hand, the original connected pores gradually decreased after

the hydration reaction reached a certain degree, and the overall

humidity of concrete decreased (Zhang et al., 2012). On the other

hand, the mass loss rate increased considering the crystallization

expansion of erosion products and drying shrinkage of concrete

resulting in micro cracks and spalling of concrete.

Compared with the evolution law of concrete mass loss rate

under different erosion environments, the evolution trends of

GSa, GSb, and GSd groups were relatively close, but the increase

and decrease of GSd group were small in terms of change

amplitude. The reasons were mainly considered in two

aspects. First, the density of NaCl and Na2SO4 solution was

greater than that of H2O. Thus, the mass of concrete absorbing

the same volume of H2O was less than that of the two other

solutions. Second, concrete absorbed the surrounding liquid

mainly through capillary pores. The adsorption capacity of

capillary pores was stronger when the concentration

differences between the interior and the environment were

greater. Therefore, concrete in NaCl and Na2SO4 environment

absorbed more solution than that in H2O environment (Gong

et al., 2011). The variation in mass loss rate in GSc was

significantly different from those in the two other salt

environments. The main reason was that the erosion of Mg2+

FIGURE 4
Evolution of the RDME.
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would form non-cementing material M–S–H, which gradually

transformed the matrix of cement paste into weak material and

accelerated dissolution (Liang and Yuan, 2007). This

phenomenon resulted in a large increase in mass loss rate,

which was confirmed in the subsequent analysis of erosion

products. According to the variation in mass loss rate, the

mass loss rate of concrete under drying–wetting cycle erosion

was a dynamic process, and the overall law was first reduced and

then increased.

3.1.2 Relative dynamic modulus of elasticity
The change laws in the RDME of concrete in the different

erosion environments are presented in Figure 4.

The overall trend of RDME of concrete under the action of

drying–wetting cycles was first increasing and then decreasing.

Similar to the evolution law of mass loss rate, the hydration

reaction of concrete in the early stage of erosion was more

sufficient, and the material was denser. Thus, the RDME

increased. Under the same erosion time, the erosion products

of GSa and GSb group filled some pores and micro cracks, which

increased the density of concrete to a certain extent (Zu-Quan

et al., 2006). Thus, the RDME increased more than that of GSd

group. At this stage, the increase in GSc group was the smallest,

which meant that the double corrosion of SO4
2− and Mg2+ on

concrete was obvious, and it had appeared from the early stage of

drying–wetting cycles. With the increase in erosion time, salt

continued to transmit to the concrete, and the erosion products

gradually increased. Cracks would be formed when the expansion

stress exceeded the tensile strength of concrete. Therefore, the

erosion damage gradually appeared, and the RDME gradually

decreased. The variation in RDME indicated that the damage of

concrete in GSc group was the fastest. The damage degree of GSb

group was slightly larger than that of GSa group at the later stage

of erosion, which implied that the corrosion effect of sulfate ions

was greater than that of chloride ions. The RDME of GSd group

decreased slightly, which might be due to the partial shrinkage

crack caused by drying–wetting cycles.

3.1.3 Compressive strength
The evolution of compressive strength is presented in

Figure 5.

The compressive strengths of the concrete specimens in

the different groups first increased and then decreased as the

erosion time lengthened. The strength of GSa, GSb, and GSd

groups increased slowly in the period of 90–180 days, and the

strength of GSa, GSb, and GSd groups decreased slowly after

180 days. The compressive strength of GSc increased

gradually before 90 days and decreased gradually after

90 days. At 240 days, the compression strengths in the

groups were sorted in descending order as follows: GSd >
GSa > GSb > GSc group, and the compressive strength of GSa,

GSb and GSc are respectively 99.09%, 93.96% and 89.31%

of GSd.

3.2 Evolution of the pore structure

3.2.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance
characterization

The NMR test can be used to analyze the microscopic pore

structure evolution process inside concrete, and it is related to the

H proton; thus, the liquid-containing pores in the concrete were

mainly tested. The T2 spectra obtained through the NMR test

reflected the internal pore size distribution in the concrete. The

spectral peak position was associated with pore size, and the

spectral area was correlated with pore quantity (Shen et al., 2020).

The T2 spectra of the concrete specimens in the different

groups after the salt erosion and drying–wetting cycles are shown

in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, each concrete specimen consisted of

three peaks, namely, micropores, small pores, and macropores,

from the left to the right along the relaxation time. The T2

spectral distribution indicated that the micropores accounted for

the largest proportion in the concrete and after the

drying–wetting cyclic erosion, the T2 spectral distribution

diagram experienced obvious changes. Before erosion test, the

relaxation time ranges of GSa, GSb, GSc, and GSd groups were

0.79–191.16 ms, 0.60–219.64 ms, 0.64–439.76 ms, and

0.64–77.53 ms, respectively. When the erosion reaches

240 days, their relaxation time ranges were 0.24–109.70 ms,

0.01–155.22 ms, 0.01–471.38 ms, and 0.04–333.13 ms. The

relaxation time ranges of GSa and GSb groups before and

after erosion shifted to the left as a whole, and the relaxation

time ranges of GSc and GSd groups increased.

The relaxation time of the first peak of each group is shown in

Figure 7. The relaxation time of the first peak of each group

FIGURE 5
Evolution of the compressive strength.
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showed a fluctuating trend of decreasing, increasing, and

decreasing. This result meant that the pore size of the pores

in the early stage of erosion gradually decreased, and micropores

gradually transformed to larger pores after erosion to a certain

extent. Combined with the T2 spectrum distribution, it also

showed that, although the relaxation time at the peak of the

first peak decreased at 240 days, the relaxation time range and

envelope area of the first peak were larger as the erosion

continued. Therefore, newer micropores were generated inside

the concrete.

The T2 spectral distribution can also reflect the proportion of

pore size and corresponding pores. The existing literature shows

that T2 relaxation time is proportional to pore structure

characteristics (Liu et al., 2020):

1
T2

� ρ2(SV) (3)

Assuming that the internal pore of concrete is a sphere, the

transformation relationship between T2 relaxation time and

liquid-containing pore size is

S

V
� 4πr2

(4/3)πr3 �
3
r

(4)
1
T2

� ρ2(3r) (5)

where ρ2 is the surface relaxation strength (μm/s); according to

the different values of materials, the concrete material is generally

3–10 μm/s, and the empirical value is usually 5 μm/s (Qian et al.,

2017); S is the pore surface area (μm2); V is the pore volume

(μm3); r is the radius (μm).

FIGURE 6
T2 spectral distribution diagram of the concrete specimens; (A) GSa; (B) GSb; (C) GSc; (D) GSd.

FIGURE 7
Relaxation time of the first peak.
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Academician WU (Wu, 1979) classified holes in concrete

into four categories according to pore size range: harmless pore

(< 20 nm), less harmful pore (20–50 nm), harmful pore

(50–200 nm), more harmful pore (> 200 nm). Nuclear

magnetic resonance data of each group of concrete pores were

divided, as shown in Figure 8, according to the division principle.

As shown in Figure 8, the proportion of less harmful pores in

each group of concrete before erosion was the largest, and the

proportions of GSa, GSb, GSc, and GSd groups were 43%, 58%,

60%, and 57%, respectively. During the erosion period from 0 day

to 120 days, the total proportion of harmful pores and more

harmful pores in the GSa group showed a fluctuating decreasing

trend, and the remaining groups were gradually reduced.

Therefore, the liquid-containing pore structure in the early

stage of drying–wetting cycle erosion was gradually optimized

with the increasing degree of rehydration reaction, and some

harmful pores were transformed into less harmful pores. With

the increase in erosion time, the damage of concrete gradually

appeared, and the proportion of harmful pores and harmful

pores in each group increased significantly at 180 days. The

proportion of harmful pores and more harmful pores

decreased when the erosion reached 240 days. The main

reason was that more harmless pores were produced during

the erosion process, which decreased the proportion of harmful

pores andmore harmful pores. In the late stage of drying–wetting

cycle erosion, the harmless pores in the concrete gradually

transformed into harmful pores, and then, new harmless

pores were produced. In this way, the reciprocating cycle

would cause the fatigue damage of concrete in drying–wetting

cycles, and it ultimately affected its macroscopic physical and

mechanical properties.

3.2.2 CT characterization
The NMR test was mainly aimed at the liquid-containing

pores in concrete, but it failed in the analysis of the overall pore

evolution laws inside concrete. Thus, it was combined with the

CT test in this study to analyze the mesoscopic pore structure

process of concrete under the coupling action of salt erosion and

drying–wetting cycles.

The VG Studio software was used to reconstruct concrete

specimens in different erosive environments on the basis of the

CT data. The pore structures of the final erosion states of the

FIGURE 8
Aperture type of concrete at different erosion times; (A) GSa; (B) GSb; (C) GSc; (D) GSd.
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concrete test specimens in the different groups are displayed in

Figure 9.

The gray profile in the graphs represents the overall

morphology of concrete. Regions in different colors in the

profile represent pores of different volumes. The left tag

reflects volume size of different colors. Clearly, Pore analysis

could clearly show the distribution of pore structure in the

sample, which provided support for further quantitative

analysis of pore structure.

The porosity changes of the test specimens in the different

groups are shown in Figure 10. In the GSa group, the average

porosity was initially 0.45%, that after 120 days of drying–wetting

cyclic erosion was 0.46% with an increase amplitude of 1.87%,

and that at 240 days was 0.48% with an increase amplitude of

5.28%. In the GSb group, the average porosity was initially 0.26%,

that at 120 days was 0.28% with an increase amplitude of 8.64%,

and that at 240 days was 0.284% with an increase amplitude of

10.23%. In the GSc group, the average porosity was initially

0.44%, that at 120 days was 0.49% with an increase amplitude of

11.25%, and that at 240 days was 0.52% with an increase

amplitude of 18.63%. In the GSd group, the average porosity

was initially 0.18%, that at 120 days was 0.20% with an increase

amplitude of 10.43%, and that at 240 days was 0.21% with an

increase amplitude of 14.65%. The porosity of concrete specimen

fluctuation increased with the rise in drying–wetting cycle

erosion time. However, the overall increase was small. After

erosion to 240 days, the increase amplitude of porosity was sorted

in a descending order as follows: GSc > GSd > GSb > GSa group.

The pore quantity in the different groups is presented in

Figure 11. Within the first 30 days of erosion, the pore quantity

rapidly increased, and it declined somehow at day 60. The pore of

GSa, GSb, and GSc groups showed a fluctuation increasing trend

after 60 days of erosion, while the fluctuation margin of GSd

group was relatively small. At the same time, the increase in pore

FIGURE 9
Pore graph of final erosion states of concrete test specimens; (A) GSa; (B) GSb; (C) GSc; (D) GSd.

FIGURE 10
Evolution of the porosity.

FIGURE 11
Pore quantity evolution of concrete.
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quantity and porosity in GSc group was greater than that in other

groups, which indicated that the effect of MgSO4 on porosity was

greater.

The concrete expanded with the increase in humidity during

the wetting process, and the concrete shrank with the decrease in

humidity during the drying process (Gao et al., 2012). During the

repeated moisture expansion and drying shrinkage, micropores

or micro cracks may occur inside the concrete, which resulted in

the increase in the number and porosity of pores. The evolution

of this drying–wetting damage was more complex when the

solution was accompanied by salt. On the one hand, the existence

of salt increased liquid absorption in the wetting process, which

intensified the moisture expansion effect of concrete and

accelerated the formation of new pores. On the other hand,

salt and its erosion products filled some pores, which reduced the

increase rate of pore quantity and porosity. When the erosion

FIGURE 12
Microstructure of aggregate and matrix of concrete; (A) GS0; (B) GSa; (C) GSb; (D) GSc; (E) GSd.

FIGURE 13
Microstructure of concrete erosion products; (A) GS0; (B) GSa; (C) GSb; (D) GSc; (E) GSd.
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products were filled to a certain extent, they would produce

expansion force on the original pores and promoted the further

generation of pores.

3.3 Changes of the microstructure

The microstructure of concrete aggregate and matrix is

presented in Figure 12, where GS0 is the code of the

specimen without erosion.

As shown in Figure 12, more pores were found in the

microstructure of concrete before drying–wetting cycle

erosion, and the matrix material was loose. After 240 days of

erosion, the microstructure of concrete under different erosion

environments showed different damage characteristics. The

observation of cracks revealed no obvious cracks in the

interfacial transition zone (ITZ) of GSa, GSb, and GSd

groups, but cracks were generated in the matrix materials,

and cracks were generated in the ITZ and matrix materials

of GSc group. In terms of the compactness of the matrix

materials, the compactness of the matrix materials in GSa

and GSd groups was better than that before erosion. It

reflected that the solution entered the interior of the

concrete during the drying–wetting cycles, which promoted

the further reaction of incomplete hydration materials. After

erosion, more pores were observed in the matrix materials of

GSb and GSc groups, and the matrix materials of GSc group

were loose. Therefore, Na2SO4 and MgSO4 had obvious

corrosion effect on concrete matrix materials, especially

MgSO4.

The microstructure of concrete erosion products in each

group is presented in Figure 13.

As shown in Figure 13, many pores were found in the hydration

products of concrete under the initial state, and the width of larger

pore was approximately 5 μm. No obvious crystallization product

was observed around the pores. After 240 days of erosion, a small

amount of flocculent and needle-like ettringite were formed in the

pores of GSa group, and the matrix materials around the pores were

denser. More needle-like ettringite crystals could be observed on the

surface of the concrete matrix in the GSb and GSc groups. The

crystal diameter in the GSb group was large, and it was nearly filled

with pores. In the GSc group, more pores were connected to become

cracks, and the width was nearly 1–2 μm. The needle-like ettringite

was filled in the cracks, and the matrix was layered and loose. The

pores inGSd groupwere few, and no obvious crystals were observed.

The morphology of erosion products in the pores further

confirmed the results of phase analysis. In the early stage of

erosion, ettringite formed acicular crystals in the pores and filled

the pores. Thus, the concrete became denser in the early stage of

erosion.With the increase in erosion time, these erosion products

gradually filled the pores and produced expansion pressure on

the pore wall. When the pressure increased to a certain extent,

cracks formed and concrete damage occurred (Wu et al., 2015).

The evolution process of concrete microstructure in each group

corresponds to the macroscopic physical and mechanical

properties, and the damage mechanism was revealed from the

microscopic point of view.

4 Conclusion

1) With the increase in drying–wetting cycle erosion time, the

mass loss rate of concrete first decreased and then increased,

and the RDME and compressive strength first increased and

then decreased. The compressive strength of GSa, GSb and

GSc are respectively 99.09%, 93.96%, and 89.31% of GSd after

drying–wetting cycle erosion for 240 days. The analysis of the

evolution laws of macro performance indicated that concrete

deteriorated the fastest in MgSO4 solution under the action of

drying-wetting cycles, and the corrosion effect of sulfate ion

was greater than that of chloride ion.

2) In the early stage of erosion, the liquid-containing pore

structure was gradually optimized, the pore size was

gradually reduced, and some harmful pores were

transformed into less harmful pores. After being eroded to

a certain point, the small pores were gradually transformed

into large pores, and the proportion of harmful pores and

more harmful pores increased. With the continuous erosion,

more new harmless pores were generated in the concrete,

resulting in the decrease of the overall proportion of harmful

pores and more harmful pores.

3) CT mesoscopic pore structure analysis indicated that the

change process of porosity and pore quantity had certain

volatility due to salt corrosion. The porosity and pore

quantity of concrete showed an increasing trend with the

action of drying–wetting cycles, and the increase

amplitude in MgSO4 environment was greater than that

of other groups, the increase amplitude was 14.65% after

erosion for 240 days.

4) In the early stage of drying–wetting cycle erosion, ettringite

formed needle-like crystals in the pores and filled the pores,

the concrete became denser. These erosion products gradually

filled the pores and generated expansion pressure on the pore

wall with the increase in erosion time, which are fundamental

causes of salt corrosion damages.
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